Abstract
Introduction
Polynomial integration in three-dimension fields is often involved in mechanical simulation and engineering application, such as the calculation of gravity centers, the stiffness matrix of Finite (Shi, 1984 (Shi, , 1992 (Shi, , 1997 (Shi, , 2001 ; Chen, 1998, 1999; Kourepinis, 2010; Su, 2011; Kourepinis, 2011) . Because the real integration field is often complex, we usually divide the complex polyhedron to many regular elements and calculate integrations of these elements using numerical integration methods, for example Gaussian integration method (Feng et al, 2001） . Therefore, it is worthy to study an easy method which can calculate polynomial integration in complex domain . In order to solve the problem, Shi (1997) proposed the formulae of simplex integration, which can solve above question easily. However, the formulae are very complex. For this reason, we need to compose an actual algorithm to make the application can be used widely.
In this paper, we present the algorithm of simplex integration in three-dimension written by C++ language and the procedure of integration in polyhedron of arbitrary shape. Then we analyze the accuracy and adaptive characteristics of the algorithm through comparing the difference between theoretical and calculated results. Meanwhile, the influence of graphic conditions on the results of simplex integration are discussed in different edge length ratio (10 -5 -10 5 ). Lastly, the precision of simplex integration is discussed, which the integral term is high-order polynomial.
The formulae and algorithm of simplex integration in three dimension
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Where J is Jacobian determinant and In order to solve integration issues in arbitrary shape, we should understand the detail of calculation flow, which is described with the convex polyhedron in Fig. 1 . The integration flow includes several steps.
Vertexes of each pl ① ane are organized in counterclockwise arrangement according to their own outward normal vector, such as P 5 P 4 P 3 P 2 P 1 , P 1 P 6 P 5 , P 5 P 6 P 4 , P 4 P 6 P 3 , P 3 P 6 P 2 and P 2 P 6 P 1 in Fig. 1 .
We ② select P 0 in arbitrary mode. If we select P 0 at the origin of coordinate, the calculation of J in Eq. (1) will be very simple.
Simplex integration are operated ③ in the unit of the plane in polyhedron based on the algorithm of Appendix A. In the plane P 5 P 4 P 3 P 2 P 1 , for example, the simplex integration elements are P 0 P 1 P 2 P 3 , P 0 P 1 P 3 P 4 and P 0 P 1 P 4 P 5. The integration procedure of other planes is as same as the step ④ , and the result ③ s of every simplex integration are added to get final result. The detail algorithm written by pseudo-code is presented in Appendix B. On the other hand, if we want to calculate the integration of hollow, we can organize vertexes of each plane of hollow in clockwise arrangement according to the outward normal vector of this plane, and the detail step is as same as description above. 
Precision analysis of simplex integration in regular space with hollow
Based on the algorithm in Appendix A and B, we can calculate the integration of arbitrary polyhedron. In order to analyze the accuracy of integration results, we will compare the difference between theoretical and calculated results first, in which parameters include volume and gravity centers. Eq. (2) is the formulas of above parameters described by simplex integration function. Figure 2 , we use the integration flow of Figure 1 in outer cuboids, and organize the vertexes of planes of inner octahedron in clockwise according to the outward normal vector. Then, we calculate the integration value of outer and inner polyhedron, and accumulate them to obtain the final result.
In figure 2 , the length, width and height of outer cuboids are 500, 100 and 500. The Algorithm of Simplex Integration in Three-Dimension and Its Characteristic Analysis WU Yan-qiang, CHEN Guang-qi, JIANG Zai-sen, ZHANG Long, LIU Xiao-xia ZHAO Jing The difference between theoretical and calculated results presented by the results in Table 1 
Adaptive characteristics analysis of simplex integration in irregular integral space with hollow
In order to analyze adaptive characteristics of simplex integration, Figure. 3 (2)).
The Algorithm of Simplex Integration in Three-Dimension and Its Characteristic Analysis WU Yan-qiang, CHEN Guang-qi, JIANG Zai-sen, ZHANG Long, LIU Xiao-xia ZHAO Jing Figure 3 . Simplex integration in irregular integral space with hollow Table 2 presents results when coordinate Y is zoomed in or zoomed out, in which the shape is as same as Figure 3 .The results presented in Table 2 show that integration results in irregular integral space with hollow have high precision like that in regular integral space. . On the other hand, the gravity centers ( X and Z ) show random variation with scale Y  . As a result, the results of simplex integration have high precision and adaptive characteristics, even though the integral space is irregular.
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Simplex integration of high order polynomial in irregular integral space with hollow
What we discuss about simplex integration above is involved with integration of 0 order and 1 order polynomial. Then, we will discuss the integral characteristics of high order polynomial, which the integral space is as same as Figure 3 The Algorithm of Simplex Integration in Three-Dimension and Its Characteristic Analysis WU Yan-qiang, CHEN Guang-qi, JIANG Zai-sen, ZHANG Long, LIU Xiao-xia ZHAO Jing 252
